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Editor’s Apology

As you will have gathered I have had a

major computer failure which occurred

just as I had formatted the newsletter for

distribution. The result was that I lost quite

a lot of documentation despite having

some backup. Added to this was a holiday

hence the delay in getting the newsletter

out. I have had to rewrite the whole of this

issue from scratch. Hopefully the July

newsletter will be a little more

straightforward. My apologies to you all.

Fly-in Reports

Over Farm 4th June by Brian ‘Bumble’

Finch

The weather dictated a slight departure

from our normal Wednesday Evening

Fly-ins. Thursday was the chosen day and

what a day it was, warm with a light

southerly breeze which made landing fairly

easy. I have to admit I was caught out

trying to land " on the numbers" as the

wind reduces in the dip which made for a

landing a bit heavier than my normal

"greaser" !

We were met with a terrific spread of food

courtesy of Monica and her helper, enough

to feed 5000. Monica remarked the

Chicken Curry was very popular and

virtually finished. A big thank you from the

Club. Thanks also to everyone who replied

to my emails, this made the catering

planning much easier.

Over 20 planes ( I think 20/21 ) made it

with many more members arriving by

road. We saw 2 New Members, Dominic

Connolly based at Long Marston and

Richard Thomas in from Abergavenny.

Unfortunately, we had a couple of mishaps

but none causing any injuries. The first

was an engine failure in a flex, whose pilot

did well to get it back onto the runway with

a landing a bit heavier than mine ! Engine

outs are everyone's nightmare and its

always best to practice when its working!

The second was a low wing aircraft

attempting to return to runway via the

taxyway as instructed but not realising the
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crop was quite as high as it was, luckily,

embarrassment only this time.

I left about 8:30 into a glorious evening

and a quiet flight back to Long Marston via

the Cotswold escarpment. Are we lucky or

what ?

Transponder Squawk Codes

You will all have noticed from last

month’s newsletter that a ‘listening’

squawk for Bristol - 5077 - came into force

on 28th May. A useful “flyer” with all the

current listening codes was included in this

month’s Microlight flying magazine. Those

of you with transponders will know that

7000 is the general conspicuity code but

do you know what the emergence codes

are?

Below are the 3 squawk codes that every

pilot should commit to memory:

7500 – Hijack

7600 – Lost Comm (radio failure)

7700 – Emergency

An easy way to remember this: 75 taken

alive, 76 technical glitch, 77 going to

heaven.

Faces from the past from Rob Keene

I flew to Mirande yesterday (27th June)

in the Gers and had lunch with Tom & Di

Thompson, who some members may

remember from the Club. Tom flew a

Raven and bought it in 1986, the same

year I did. I took him for a flight in my

Quik R which he enjoyed.

Tom now races classic motorbikes all

around Europe, so no longer has time

for flying.

Where are all the Airfields going?

John Sparks took to the air on the last

day of June hoping to see the usual

gentle English countryside but was

appalled at what came into view. He

flew over Filton and Former RAF

Lyneham and sent these photos.

Filton could be turned over to housing in

due course. Although one of Lyneham’s

main runways is still there it is still a

“shocking” use of a former airfield.

Wanted

Andrew Bill hopes to “move up” from his

present aircraft and wonders if anyone

is selling a Quantum 912 or similar.

Please call Andy on 07968 246431
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